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Blackpool, United Kingdom: A fantastic UK tourist hotspot 

Last summer, I happened to visit Blackpool tower in Blackpool UK along with my family. It 
was a fantastic trip and we found accommodation through Casamundo UK.  The Blackpool 
tower has five distinct attractions within the building. In order to avoid disappointments, we 
booked tickets early and had the opportunity to explore all attractions in the tower building. 

  

Blackpool tower-top 
We reached the tower-top through a lift. The tower offers a wonderful undisturbed view of 
the Blackpool's piers. After the refurbishment program accomplished in 2011, an 
illuminated tower-top, a 4D cinema, and a Dungeon attraction became a part of the 
Blackpool tower-top. 

  

The tower ballroom 
The tower ballroom is an entertainment center during summer season and hosts a number 
of events such as The Four Tops and the Drifters and other shows. Dates and times of 
shows can be found on http://www.blackpoollive.co.uk. The ballroom features the world’s 
most sophisticated ballroom- The Wurlitzer Organorgan which is capable of producing the 
sound of an entire orchestra. 

  

The tower circus 
After enjoying amazing entertainment programs at the ballroom, we moved to the tower 
circus. It is a place of complete refreshment as you watch some of the mind blowing circus 
shows and events along with your loved ones. I had the opportunity to watch exciting 
programs performed by fantastic circus artists from across the globe. 

  

Jungle Jims adventure land 
As we moved from the circus to jungle Jim’s indoor adventure, we found ourselves in one 
of largest play grounds of Europe. It is a fun moment to watch your little kids running in a 
big jungle fun zone. The scenes and views of the ground take you in the medieval age 
including the three-party boats featuring solid wooden benches. The attention to detail is 
beyond imagination. 

  

The Blackpool Dungeon 
The dungeon allows you to experience the blooding history of the town. It has a scary ride, 
a 4D cinema show, special effects and live actors making you feel engrossed and lost. 
Entering such a dungeon is a brave act and you get an opportunity to prove your bravery. 

Due to these magnificent attractions, the Blackpool tower has certainly become a tourism 
hotspot. You can witness a steady stream of visitors all the year around at the tower 
building. All in all, a visit to the Blackpool tower in the UK is unforgettable and a refreshing 
one. 
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Rating system:  
Would you recommend this destination: Yes 
Overall rating: 4/5 
 
By: Sophie 

 


